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Workers end strike after only 14 hours

By SCOTT CALVERT

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Field Hockey

The Penn Field hockey team fell to No. 10...
Wednesday

ASSOCIATION MEETING, University Center, 1st floor, 11:30-1:00 pm. All interested students and faculty are invited to attend. The meeting will feature a panel of experts who will discuss the current state of higher education and its future implications. The meeting is free and open to all.

Thursday

THEOLOGY OF RELIGION: A lecture by Dr. Jane Collins, CPPS, will be held in the Assembly Hall, 1st floor, 7:30 pm. Dr. Collins will explore the theological underpinnings of religion and its role in contemporary society. The event is free and open to the public.

Friday

THEOLOGY OF RELIGION: A workshop by Dr. Jane Collins, CPPS, will be held in the Assembly Hall, 1st floor, 2:00-4:00 pm. The workshop will focus on practical applications of theological concepts and their relevance in today's world. Participants will have the opportunity to engage in discussions and activities to enhance their understanding of religion.

Saturday

THEOLOGY OF RELIGION: A conference by Dr. Jane Collins, CPPS, will be held in the Assembly Hall, 1st floor, 9:00-5:00 pm. The conference will feature keynote speakers, panel discussions, and interactive workshops to explore the complexities of religion in a global context. Registration is required.

Sunday

THEOLOGY OF RELIGION: A retreat by Dr. Jane Collins, CPPS, will be held at the Retreat Center, 10:00 am-5:00 pm. The retreat will offer a space for reflection and personal growth through guided meditations, small-group discussions, and individual formations. Space is limited, and registration is required.

Monday

THEOLOGY OF RELIGION: A symposium by Dr. Jane Collins, CPPS, will be held in the Assembly Hall, 1st floor, 7:00-9:00 pm. The symposium will bring together experts from various disciplines to discuss the intersections of religion and contemporary issues. The event is free and open to the public.
There's business...
Alumni attribute their success in performing arts to the University.

By SHARI BART
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

There's no business like show business.

Just ask Ethel Merman, or if you want to stay closer to home, ask alumna Chip Zien, currently starring in the Broadway show Follies.

"There is no one like Ethel Merman who attributes their professional success to the University's performing arts community. The star of numerous Broadway shows, including Into the Woods and Grand Hotel, said he has food memories of the college days when he served as chairman of the Freshman Cabaret," Zien said.

"I was at one time an experience as a professional theater as you can get," he said. "If the real world is has some aspects that strike me as being less professional than Penn." Wendy Neuss, producer of Star Trek: The Next Generation, said that she "evolved" into performing arts while at the University. Neuss graduated from the College in 1976.

Zien said he was a "psychology major, but during his senior year the College introduced the theater arts minor, which I fulfilled in the remaining two semesters."

"I started taking theater courses at Penn and I loved them," he said. Alumna Ray Evans and Jay Livingston, who created well-known songs including "Over Here," "Que Sera Sera," and "Be the music of Mr. E" also took the University's classes.

"I've been very lucky to have experienced to the University," said Zippel. "I was going to go into film or theater. I would be a producer if the songs were performed by Barbara Cook, a Broadway actress and singer, in a Carnegie Hall concert."

"That gave me some confidence," Zippel said. "But once I started working on City of Angels, things changed considerably." Zippel is currently working on a show with playwright Neil Simon and composer Marvin Hamlisch that will open on Broadway this winter.

Zien also said he intended to go to law school, but shortly after graduating from the University a Washington, D.C. theater company cast him in their production of You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown.

"I was going to go into politics," he said. "I was always fascinated by acting but I never had a burning desire to do it. For me it was always here.

Zien added that while in law school he got a job in show business right away and cautioned students who enter the field to be prepared to work hard.

"I was lucky early in my career. I got a lot of work early," he said. "People who haven't tried it, they say, "I know someone who has a burning desire to do it. For me it was always here."
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Students Enraged by Ridiculous...

A group of about 20 graduate students — after rejecting several other names such as SERF, or COGS as a group to deal with graduate students' issues.

The students named the new graduate student coalition COGS — Coalition of Graduate Students. — after rejecting several group names such as SERF or COGS, said History graduate student Marc Stein.

“At the meeting, information obtained since their first meeting two weeks ago about unions at the University of California at Berkley and Bryn Mawr State University of New York schools was discussed. The students also composed a list of specific questions to ask their contacts at the schools before the next meeting. Conn said that the organization must move slowly if it wants to help graduate students effectively.

“The kind of activities we are talking about take a long time,” Conn said. “They usually self-destruct; cause people don’t give them enough time.”

In the meantime, the students named the new graduate student coalition COGS — Coalition of Graduate Students. — as their group to deal with graduate students’ issues.

Students Enraged by Ridiculous...

Students Enraged by Ridiculous...
Letters to the Editor

The Walk Debate: Why Diversify?

To The Editor:

What assures us most about the necessity of diversification? One can point to the Death of Diversity (DP 9/21/92) article, which concludes with much too little to our taste. If we accept the fundamental premise that diversity is a goal to be pursued by an institution, it is not simply "to gain variety." The concept behind diversification is much more complex. In short, the notion of diversity is an issue of understanding the complex and unique human condition. It encompasses diversifying not only Locust Walk but an individual's body, the curriculum and the facility and administration.

If we express our reasoning as a series of questions, we can see the need for a much broader look at diversity.

1. What is diversity? It is to develop an appreciation for minority groups of not only color, but also ethnic backgrounds, religions, etc. What is important, however, is that Locust Walk is symbolic of what Penn represents. As a part of university life, no one can deny that it is a necessary part of the University. Diversity will mean nothing if the same measures are not extended equally to all students who attend the University.

2. Why do we diversify? As a whole, the concept of minorities organizations do not complain about the problems at Penn, then why will we address minority concerns?

If minority organizations do not complain about the problems at Penn, then why will we address minority concerns?

3. To whom do we diversify? Who are the members of the minority population? It is an issue of understanding and accepting that there are many different ethnic minorities at Penn. Does this mean that only African Americans are the largest minority, but that they should be the first to receive the benefits? No. But because minorities organizations work so hard to find courses about their culture.

4. How will we diversify? Look at the two - yes, only two - African Americans organizations. But why are there only two courses offered in each of these? It is not because the number of African Americans at Penn represents the total number of African Americans. It is something that affects all humans, and therefore we should all know about.

5. What is the key? It is to develop an appreciation for minority groups of not only color, but also ethnic backgrounds, religions, etc. What is important, however, is that Locust Walk is symbolic of what Penn represents. As a part of university life, no one can deny that it is a necessary part of the University. Diversity will mean nothing if the same measures are not extended equally to all students who attend the University.

6. What is the real issue? What will be the real effects of recognizing and understanding the complexities of our society, our culture and the different cultures that we encounter? If we understand that many of our solutions to problems at Penn are merely "sniveling" and "whining," Minority organizations work so hard to find courses about their culture.

7. What is the concept of diversity? The concept behind diversification is much more complex. In short, the notion of diversity is an issue of understanding the complex and unique human condition. It encompasses diversifying not only Locust Walk but an individual's body, the curriculum and the facility and administration.

If we look at the two - yes, only two - African Americans organizations. But why are there only two courses offered in each of these? It is not because the number of African Americans at Penn represents the total number of African Americans. It is something that affects all humans, and therefore we should all know about.

If minority organizations do not complain about the problems at Penn, then why will we address minority concerns?

If minority organizations do not complain about the problems at Penn, then why will we address minority concerns?

For these reasons, we believe that the University should diversify itself as much as is possible. As a university, it has a duty to all its students. If minority organizations work so hard to find courses about their culture.

We urge all students to consider the benefits of diversification. We believe that a diversification of Locust Walk is a necessary part of the University. Diversity will mean nothing if the same measures are not extended equally to all students who attend the University.

Sincerely,

Mike Ingenthron's column "A Dearth of Diversity" (DP 9/21/92) points out that it is an issue of understanding and accepting that there are many different ethnic minorities at Penn. Does this mean that only African Americans are the largest minority, but that they should be the first to receive the benefits? No. But because minorities organizations work so hard to find courses about their culture.
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We are a 25-person New York-based investment and merchant bank interested in hiring three financial analysts.

In January 1990, Eric Gleacher founded Gleacher & Co. Eric Gleacher has been a leading financial advisor for many years, first as the founder and head of Lehman Brothers' M&A department (1978-1983) and later as head of Morgan Stanley's M&A department (1985-1989). In July 1990, Gleacher & Co. and Deutsche Bank / Morgan Grenfell created a global M&A partnership through which all domestic and cross-border M&A activities are conducted.

Since its inception, Gleacher & Co. has advised on a number of major transactions including:

- ConAgra's $3.3 billion acquisition of Beatrice from KKR in 1990.
- Citibank's $1.85 billion restructuring of its debt position in Federated Department Stores in 1990 and 1991.
- RWE-DEA's $1.2 billion cross-border acquisition of Vista Chemical in 1991.

Our analysts gain broad exposure to mergers, acquisitions, leveraged buyouts and other investments and their experience is characterized by:

- Extraordinary financial training.
- Unusually close contact with the firm's partners and clients.
- A high level of responsibility that goes far beyond traditional analyst programs.
- Assignments which require strong analytical skills, exceptional creativity and a high level of endurance.
- The opportunity to be promoted from analyst to associate without attending business school.

Gleacher & Co. would like to invite all graduating seniors to submit resumes to On-Campus Recruiting by Thursday, October 8. We will be interviewing on campus on Thursday, December 3.

Contact: Gleacher & Co.
667 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10021
Attn: Jacob W. Doft
**World**

Estonian president sworn into office

**Estonia** — Lennart Meri was sworn yesterday as the first president of Estonia in a half-century, having been designated by Parliament last month to fill the post of president that was eliminated during more than 50 years of Soviet domination.

Meri, a former lawyer, is the one-time author of the constitution in the days of independence freed by World War II. But he was later arrested and spent nine years in prison by the Russians, who declared the country as a whole to be its own independent entity.

Meri was arrested in 1940 and held until March 1945, when he was released after a month in prison. He later served as a member of Parliament for the Democratic Union of Estonian Democrats, which led the country to independence in 1991.

**Congress ends a messy session**

WASHINGTON — The 102nd Congress stumbled through its adjournment yesterday, as the House stayed on to see the $27 billion tax bill and other legislation killed by dissenting senators.

It was a fitting finale for a messy, rudderless Congress. Under the glare of television cameras, the House passed the tax bill on a 385-80 vote and left directly after noon, presumably for the year — though they vowed to return to session, if necessary.

House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt predicted President Bush in a statement said, "We have now run out of time. All the good work that has been done has been completed.” He said the House’s adjournment would take effect once officially seen the Senate.

But no simple was ever seen when the issue.

The Senate remained in session yesterday evening, despite the approaching sundown start of the 1994 Yom Kippur holy day (Yom Kippur is the holiest day of the year, when Jews fast and pray for forgiveness from God).

"The evidence is compelling that this was a reckless and malicious prosecution," said Riner’s attorney, Deborah Ellis, a lawyer representing the couple.

No other attempt to disrupt abortion, not women.

Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah, a conservative who opposes abortion, was a co-sponsor of the decency bill.

The legal and political battle was waged outside the court's high justice building as well.

"The so-called filibuster is over," said Mitchell. "The so-called filibuster is over."
Roundup Fun: the Beast and the Streaking Mayor

Ivy Roundup

Roundup Fun: the Beast and the Streaking Mayor

We are Roundup, however, are not fooled. We know the true reason for Elias success — The Beast.

Now you assholes who were going to toast Elias with a can of Tabasco’s best, hold on for one sec-

ond. We’re not referring to the 1827 substitute that a certain Le-

man in the press box mistook for a special occasion — we’re talking

about The Tigers’ offensive line. Averaging 260 pounds, the five

men of the Quakers can play competitively against the hus-

kenders at Lafayette but could only muster monosyllables when peppered with the pregame, insightful questions of our
despondent, cryptic, quote.

Dreadful,” in the

Second guess, but we sure hope that the beast will

didn’t already during services.

when I think of the year three ago when the Quakers had a

hostile defense. I remember that 200-pound<br>

forward Patrick Larco recorded a goal throughout the second half.

With the Quakers’ offensive line, it’s easy to see why our spirits are really up; what<br>

turn it into a nightmare. Our motorcycles, of course. ..

Larco’s play was particularly im-

portant at The Daily Princetonian, “they play like a 1,000-pound beast.” It is completely suppressive to us. The Quakers were playing

out numerous La Salle players who will? Certainly not some unarticulated quip from Harvard. Some, without further ado, here are the weekly honors for last week’s last Week’s Eight

milling for us. And if a Harvard Man, of all people, can’t even have trying?

Or maybe a tailback running wild for 299 yards against 

Lafayette but could only mutter lines? “I wasn’t looking for any case, just the thought of it is, anything! Our spirits are really up; what

At 6’4" and 228.7 yards per game. In addition. Elias set the AA record for yards gained in consecutive games — a mind-boggling

524, more than twice the second-best gain by a Quaker in a single game — there was nothing funny about that matten, a punter took

our motley crew of offensive linemen out of the lineup and turned it into a nightmare.

Our spirits are really up; what

The young man from Kipper Lane in 1984. To be truthful, however, at Roundup could give a rat’s ass. We’re just happy because he actu-

ally gave us a good, if somewhat cryptic, quote.

“Keep playing well as long as the Killer. It’s keep playing well, “said Elias when asked about his recent success. We’ll let him

know next week in the next headline: ‘But 2-Foot Catch and Tackle’
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can put up a really good game, if not a strong form.

The game marked the midway point of a brutal schedule that in-
cludes a single fighting game in the league that can’t be a single score. We will not comment on how the beast seems to be doing today.
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be out of the goal unassisted
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WEDNESDAY EVENING
OCTOBER 7, 1992

NOW PLAYING:
34th Street
Every Thursday
34th Street
arts and entertainment
weekend magazine

NOW PLAYING:
34th Street
Every Thursday
34th Street
arts and entertainment
weekend magazine

DP Classifieds appear in 15 available Classifieds, in the order listed below. If you cannot find a
Classified you're looking for, there are no ads
of that type in today's newspaper.
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

INDEX

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE RESTRUCTURED DRastically!

4006 PINE - LG, SUNNY, 1 BED
4029 BALTIMORE - 2 BED
4228 BALTIMORE - SUNNY SPACIOUS
LG., 2 BEDS
437 S. 43RD, EAGLE AIRY, EFFIC.
4608 SPRUCE - CUTE EFFIC.

HOMES

4216 PINE - 9 BED VICTORIAN
4103 BALTIMORE - 6 BED
4500 LOCUST - B BED

BRAND NEW SPACIOUS 2 BED APT.
HDW. FLOORS, LG. RMS. $650+

CALL REALTY WORLD
MORE DETAILS
368-4200
4023 LOCUST ST.

ROOMMATES

HELP WANTED

BELOW, FREE TRAVEL, and Re-

turns on To go certain Spring City, call

BEFORE YOU BUY, please ask

EVERY WEEKEND, America's

City to City Travel. 215-735-4343.
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Braves draw first blood in opener, 5-1
Flynrs' Linderos ignites rally in defeat; Devils beat Islanders

The New York Times Crossword

"Going my way, baby?"
Got some extra room in that car of yours? Let people know that you're going to be driving in the DP classified section.

CALL 898-1111

DP Classifieds
How else would you reach a market of 33,000 potential buyers for just a few dollars a day??

Call 898-1111
M. Soccer defeats La Salle for first victory of season

By JASON LINN

Despite yesterday's thorough thrashing of cross-town rival La Salle, the Quakers were far from content.

"We feel great right now. We're on top of the world. This was a long time coming," senior forward Eban Garner said.

It certainly was. The Quakers had been a wary side of wayward scoring, but yesterday afternoon, they were the cause of the second subplots and a fierce intrasquad rivalry by wearing down her opponent with unbelievable consistency from the backhand and adapt to a one-handed backhand and adapt to a one-handed

Junior Susan Kim returns a shot during Penn's 8-4 trouncing of Lehigh yesterday. The victory made the Quakers' home opener a successful one.

"This kind of match shows how tough we are, especially mentally." - Cesare Leary

Penn women's tennis coach Cesare Leary was elated with his team's performance yesterday against Lehigh. After an uneventful first set, Penn dominated the second set, winning 6-1, 6-0, to take the match as an opportunity to work on their serving and develop it into more of a weapon.

Junior Susan Kim posted a 6-3, 6-4 victory over a Lehigh player with unfailable consistency from the backhand and adapt to a one-handed backhand and adapt to a one-handed.

"The Quakers were punished up front by their four home match of the season, they remained focused, showing no signs of overconfidence as their hitting 6-4 was won on the Cisneros Saturday. Penn had to overcome the loss of its third-ranked player, junior Leanne Mos, who had a class accident.

against the Explorers, however, the Quakers' play was nearly flawless all-match, Penn's defense was solid, with 5-1 and 6-2 victories, respectively. Herbertson blocked her opponent with forcing
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